County Development Plan Strategic Priority 4: Primary Urban Centres
Objective to: Strengthen and channel development into the primary urban
centres which act as drivers for the wider community. Anam Beo Arts, Health
& Wellbeing Organisation would like to provide a consultation service with
the council with regard to urban planning going forward. To date we have
already carried out research with Urban Planner
and have consulted with relevant groups in the community regarding
certain aspects of designing public spaces in the county. In particular Anam
Beo have identified design solutions that focus on the needs of older people
in the community. We have already completed two public consultations that
can positively inform the county development plan with regard to creatively
designing public spaces and seating facilities that will enhance the
environment making it attractive and practical so that the needs of older
people and those with mobility issues are also met. Anam Beo are about to
embark on a collaborative initiative with Offaly, Westmeath and Laois arts
offices to research and collate data in the area of Arts, Health and Wellbeing
in association with a national academic institution that will have lasting
implications regarding this sector. Anam Beo has a pool of creative experts,
with a knowledge of current, relevant and global models of best practice
regarding design solutions to urban development and very much would like
to consult with the council going forward offering our expertise and public
consultation data so that the council can deliver on all the objectives of
Strategic Priority 4. Strategic Priority 5 Heritage & Culture Objective to Ensure the preservation and appreciation of what is local and distinctive in
our county’s culture and heritage. Anam Beo Arts, Health and Wellbeing
have many years’ experience looking at how culture not only improves
personal wellbeing but influences the community, generating deep social
connectedness, building individual and group confidence and helping to
generate skills to creatively respond to problems both social and
environmental. Anam Beo would like to consult with the council regarding
culture and wellbeing in the community going forward. On a practical level,
communities that develop a strong cultural identity naturally influence the
local economy and heighten the profile of the area, shape the provision of
facilities for the inhabitants and enriches the quality of life and experience for
all who live and visit the county. Anam Beo Arts, Health and Wellbeing are
an unusual organisation insofar as the company intersects with high arts
practice and social conscience. The organisation recognises the social
qualities that becoming involved in the arts delivers. Leading artists can
explore with the community ways to enhance the physical environment and
ways to improve social connectedness through creative methodologies. In
strategy 5 of the county development plan Anam Beo would like to provide

the county council with recommendations regarding ways to develop,
innovate and realise the value of cultural assets and involvement for local
community benefit that as a consequence will provide a better way of life for
those living in Offaly and a high quality visitor experience. Anam Beo
recommends the county council set aside a meaningful funding stream to
support arts and arts practice and cultural involvement in the county. Anam
Beo recommends looking at global models of best practice and scaling them
to suit the inhabitants of county Offaly. Anam Beo is convinced that only
meaningful multi-annual funding will generate a steady platform from which
a new dimension to life in Offaly can grow in a relevant and long lasting way.
Combating social isolation, generating feelings of connectedness,
encouraging participation - all require solid planning and strategic
development. Anam Beo have a skills base, experience and understanding
of local requirements that make them the perfect consultants for the council
wishing to develop a heritage and culture plan. Anam Beo have been working
in the community and environs for over fourteen years and have built
extensive relationships. The organisation has experience with consultation
processes and has extensive knowledge of how to generate and build on
ways to encourage participation and inclusion. Anam Beo need to be
accommodated in the new arts centre about to be built in Tullamore, the
organisation is a vital cultural organ in the community and as such requires
the profile, accessibility and visibility that a room or workshops space in the
arts centre would provide. With regard to heritage, not all heritage is carved
in stone, the heritage of local lore, folklore, history and music has also been
captured by the artists working with Anam Beo. The organisation is
contributing to the folk, local history and social history of the county,
collecting stories, songs, music and memories of those who live and have
lived in the county. Anam Beo are actively enriching the archival bank of the
county with arts projects that preserve histories, songs, music and memories
of ways of life that might otherwise disappear. Anam Beo have an excellent
relationship with the local Arts Office and can envisage ways to work both in
tandem with and independent of the Arts Office in a way that ensures an
excellent service delivery, all designed to improve, enhance and maximise
the potential of those living and working in Offaly. In short Anam Beo are a
leading Arts, Health and Wellbeing Organisation that straddles the two main
areas of concern for the county council that of high culture and meaningful
social engagement. It is an arts organisation with a social conscience and as
such would like to consult with the council regarding Strategic Priority 5
Heritage and Culture going forward. Strategic Priority 7 People and
Community Objective to - To improve the quality of life for our citizens. Anam
Beo Arts Health and Wellbeing provide a high quality arts service for older

people in county Offaly. We are keen to be of service with regard to shaping
the cultural vision of the county development plan going forward, and would
like to offer our extensive skill and experience to inform the strategic
development of culture within the county going forward. As an organisation
Anam Beo is concerned that the arts are given suitable funding provision to
enable those who might otherwise be excluded from the creative experience
to have access to developing their own creativity. As article 27 of the UN
declaration of Human Rights has enshrined - Everyone has the right freely
to participate in the cultural life of the community, to enjoy the arts and to
share in scientific advancement and its benefits. In the county councils
Strategic Priority 7 regarding People and Community Anam Beo can be of
service to ensure that safe and sustainable communities where people feel
included and involved through relevant and meaningful cultural engagement
can be facilitated. As an extremely experienced service provider Anam Beo
know how to access local community, how to build relationships, encourage
and creatively respond to on the ground interests, issues and concerns.
Anam Beo know how to build cultural confidence so that art and the creative
experience is not some remote, elitist activity for urbanites or the middle
classes. Anam Beo have a stable of highly accomplished, empathic and
practical artists who are extremely professional locals that understand the
barriers to cultural involvement. Our artists understand local concerns, and
how to build on creative projects by providing a high quality service that helps
to melt the cultural fears of the participants, helps to build confidence,
encourage creative development, involvement and social connectedness.
Anam Beo have extensive experience consulting with the community. As an
organisation we understand the process of how to engage with both rural
and urban communities. Our remit as an organisation is not only about
delivering a meaningful and excellent cultural experience, but a main tenant
of the organisation is concerned with ‘wellness’. To feel well we need to feel
socially connected and that our voice matters. Anam Beo has in built
strategies within our organisation to develop, enhance and inspire those who
participate in our arts projects to self-activate, take personal ownership and
pride in their work and understand that as individuals we all contribute to the
wellness of each other in our community. As an organisation Anam Beo
would like to consult with the council regarding how we can help them to fulfil
the objectives of Strategy Priority 7 going forward.

